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Dresses
WOMEN



dress with cut-out 
shoulders

sizes

Material

 DR1 - 220/15

XS S m l XL

Mini-dress in a double-layered look, 
with off-the-shoulder cut-outs, slash 
on the backside and small studs at 
the scoop neckline 

65% Cotton, 35% Polyester &  
95% Cotton, 5% Elastane

Long dress with a 
ruffled neckline

sizes

Material

 DR1 - 221/15

XS S m l XL

Elegant, long black dress with straps 
and trumpet sleeves made from lace 
and a extravagant valance  Accentu-
ates your figure 

Body: 95% Rayon 5% Elastane 
Trimming: 100% Polyester

WSP: 2495 € - RRP: 5990 €

WSP: 3500 € - RRP: 7900 €
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Long-
sleeves

WOMEN



artificial snakeskin 
SHIRT with peplum 

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 444/15

XS S m l XL

Put on your artificial snakeskin to 
bewitch everybody around you  Lac-
ing on the neckline, flared seam and 
bartacks at the waist 

100% Polyester

Pullover with  
brocate-lace

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 440/15

XS S m l XL

Show off yourself in this black, 
asymmetrical shirt featuring a small 
cross-pendant at the neckline framed 
with skull-lace 

65% Cotton, 30% Polyester,  
5% Elastane

WSP: 2990 € - RRP: 5990 €

WSP: 2800 € - RRP: 6990 €
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Belly Shirt with  
removable sleeves

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 425/15

S/M l/XL

Black top in remarkable fashion, with 
bare midriff, detachable sleeves an 
V-neck  For an impressive appear-
ance!

95% Acrylic, 5% Elastane

pullover with  
bare midriff 

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 433/15

Hot and cool two-in-one! Asymmet-
rical, cropped knit pullover in black 
with long sleeves and turtle neck 

65% Cotton, 35% Polyester

S/M l/XL

WSP: 2380 € - RRP: 5990 €

WSP: 2450 € - RRP: 5500 €
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Shirt with nets at 
neckline & sleeves

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 441/15

XS S m l XL

Black shirt with inserted nets at 
shoulders, neckline and elbo  Has 
small, black studs and lacing at the 
hips and shoulders 

95% Cotton, 5% Elastane

Shirt with stirrups

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 438/15

XS S m l XL

Dangerous beauty! Subtle black 
longsleeve with shimmery appli-
cation that resembles a shoulder 
holster with small, black studs 

Body: 95% Cotton, 5% Elastane 
Trimming: 100% Polyester

WSP: 2135 € - RRP: 4990 €

WSP: 2135 € - RRP: 4990 €
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Fringed, slightly 
transparent shirt  

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 436/15

Slightly transparent fine black 
pullover  Comes with three small 
cross-pendants at the neckline and 
many knotted ribbons 

Body: 95% Rayon, 5%Elastane 
Trimming: 100% Polyester

Shirt with loose 
neck & net-sleeves

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 443/15

Set your inner pirate free with this 
unique black shirt! It comes in dou-
ble-layer look with net-sleeves and a 
loose turtle neck 

65% Cotton, 30% Polyester,  
5% Elastane

XS

XS

S

S

m

m

l

l

XL

XL

WSP: 2135 € - RRP: 4990 €

WSP: 2900 € - RRP: 6900 €
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Shirt with lace at 
cleavage & sleeves

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 442/15

Sexy and elegant black shirt with lace 
at the sleeves and cleavage, gathers 
and embellishment at the chest and 
high collar 

Body: 95% Cotton, 5% Elastane  
Trimming: 100% Polyester

Shirt with long  
lace-sleeves

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 432/15

Black Longsleeve with a satin ribbon 
at the round neck and sleeves made 
from lace  Wear it at the office or for 
a date!

Body: 95% Cotton, 5% Elastane 
Trimming: 100% Polyester

XS

XS

S

S

m

m

l

l

XL

XL

WSP: 2135 € - RRP: 4990 €

WSP: 1800 € - RRP: 3990 €
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Shirt with puffy 
sleeves and lace

sizes

Material

 SH12 - 437/15

XS S m l XL

A very feminine shirt with dou-
ble-layered look  Sleeves are made 
from lace  Has a black waterfall neck-
line and a laced scoop neck 

Body: 95% Rayon, 5% Elastane 
Trimming: 100% Polyester

WSP: 2135 € - RRP: 4990 €
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Vests
WOMEN



Vests

Asymmetric Vest  
with big collar

sizes

Material

 VE1 - 006/15

XS S m l XL

Exceptional Asymmetric black blouse 
with short arms, huge collar and 
silvery zippers plus D-rings 

100% Cotton

Bolero-Vest with 
hood & popped collar

sizes

Material

 VE1 - 007/15

XS S m l XL

Anthracite little bolero with hood, 
framed with lace  Can be closed with 
two buttons and a bartack to give 
you a fairytale look 

100% Cotton

WSP: 2990 € - RRP: 6990 €

WSP: 1795 € - RRP: 4500 €
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jackets
WOMEN  8990 €



Fluffy fake-fur  
bolero

sizes

Material

 JA1 - 303/15

Black bolero with long sleeves, made 
from fluffy, artificial fur  Keeps you 
warm and cozy!

100% Acryl

Sweater with  
print on sleeves

sizes

Material

 JA1 - 309/15

XS S m l XL

Black between-seasons jacket with 
zipper, pockets at the front, standing 
collar, D-rings at the shoulders and 
lettering on sleeve 

65% Cotton, 35% Polyester

S/M l/XL

WSP: 1990 € - RRP: 4990 €

WSP: 3800 € - RRP: 7990 €
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skirts
WOMEN



Mini-skirt from  
artificial leather

sizes

Material

 SK11 - 326/15

XS S m l

Black mini-skirt with an adorable fall 
of the folds, made of artificial leather  
Definitely too hot to wear it at the 
office! 

100% Polyesterurethane

Elegant pencil-skirt

sizes

Material

 SK11 - 329/15

XS S m l XL

XL

Elegant pencil-skirt in black  Wearing 
it with a blouse you will be breath-
taking and professional at the same 
time 

90% Polyester, 10% Elastane

WSP: 2790 € - RRP: 6500 €

WSP: 1780 € - RRP: 3990 €
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trousers
WOMEN



trousers

XS S m l XL

Leggings with  
artificial leather

sizes

Material

 TR1 - 274/15

XS S m l XL

Black leggings with glossy applica-
tions at the knees  Wear them sexily 
or casual, with dresses, skirts, tunics 
or just a nice top 

Body: 95% Cotton, 5% Elastane
Trimming: 100% Polyesterurethane

Trousers with studs

sizes

Material

 TR1 - 277/15

Cool black trousers, decorated with 
four stripes of punched rivets above 
the knee  Slim fit, pockets with zip-
pers  

95% Cotton, 5% Elastane

WSP: 4315 € - RRP: 9500 €

WSP: 1800 € - RRP: 4500 €
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Hot-Pants from  
artificial leather

sizes

Material

 TR1 - 049/15

XS S m l XL

Shimmery black hot-pants made 
from artificial leather  Draw attention 
to your legs  Wear it with leggings, 
tights or sexy nylons!

100% Polyesterurethane

WSP: 2780 € - RRP: 5990 €
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Long-
sleeves

MEN



shirt with detachable 
net-sleeves

sizes

Material

 SH22 - 243/15

S

S

m

m

l

l

XL

XL XXL

Black Bondageshirt with inserted 
nets and detachable sleeves  For 
your drop-dead appearance at the 
club - sexy, but unobtrusive 

Body: 100% Cotton
Trimming: 100% Polyester

Warm pullover with 
two bondages

sizes

Material

 SH22 - 252/15

Chunky black pullover with two 
asymmetrical bondages  Comes with 
D-rings and black applications with 
studs on the sleeves 

65% Cotton, 35% Polyester

XXL

3XL

WSP: 2411 € - RRP: 5990 €

WSP: 4500 € - RRP: 9900 €
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Shirt with many holes 
and turtle neck

sizes

Material

 SH22 - 254/15

Black double-layer longsleeve with 
turtle neck and many, many holes  
Give others a glimpse that promisses 
more exciting secrets!

100% Polyester

Transparent net-shirt

sizes

Material

 SH22 - 253/15

Sexy black net-shirt with scoop neck-
line  To impress, wear it with a muscle 
shirt or on even bare skin 

100% Polyester

S

S

m

m

l

l

XL

XL

XXL

XXL

WSP: 1780 € - RRP: 3990 €

WSP: 1625 € - RRP: 3500 €
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Longsleeve with  
artificial leather

sizes

Material

 SH22 - 247/15

Longsleeve with glossy applications 
on elbow, chest and upper back  
D-rings are placed on the shoulders, 
seam and back 

65% Cotton, 35% Polyester

S m l XL XXL

WSP: 2590 € - RRP: 5990 €
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vest
MEN



Vest with two zippers 
and standing collar

sizes

Material

 VE2 - 008/15

Top with popped collar and two 
zippers  Black, with short arms and 
applications at the front  Wear it solo 
or with a longsleeve 

100% Cotton

S m l XL XXL

WSP: 5800 € - RRP: 11500 €
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Jacket
MEN



Sweater with  
print on sleeves

sizes

 JA2 - 113/15

Black between-seasons jacket with 
zipper, two pockets with zipper, 
standing collar, zippers at the chest 
and lettering on sleeve 

Material
65% Cotton, 35% Polyester

S m l XL XXL

WSP: 4500 € - RRP: 9990 €
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trousers
MEN



Trousers with zippers 
and many pockets

sizes

Material

 TR2 - 192/15

Black trousers with many pockets 
and six bondages tied around the 
legs  Can be worn casually or at 
parties 

100% Cotton

Trousers with  
lots of bondages

sizes

Material

 TR2 - 193/15

Black trousers with many pockets 
and bondages round the legs and 
at the side  With structured, glossy 
applications and D-rings 

Body: 100% Cotton 
Trimming: 100% Polyester

S m l XL XXL

S m l XL XXL

WSP: 4800 € - RRP: 9990 €

WSP: 5800 € - RRP: 11990 €
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Accessories



Earrings cross  
and pentagram

Material

 AER - 001/15

Upside down cross and pentagram -  
two very gothic earrings to upgrade 
your image, whatever else you wear 

Acrylic

Cozy wrap  
with pockets

Material

 ASC - 078/15

Black wrap made of artificial fur  
Fluffy, warm and with two big pock-
ets to keep your hands warm  For 
elegant and casual outfits 

100% Polyester

WSP: 195 € - RRP: 500 €

WSP: 1990 € - RRP: 3990 €
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Black necklace  
with bat and pearl

Material

 ANL - 083/15

A graceful black necklace with bat 
pendant, made of fine ornaments 
and a drop-shaped black pearl  
Makes a great gift, too!

Metal

Neckband from lace 
with chain and gem

Material

 ANL - 085/15

For dark ladys only! Neckband made 
from black lace with a decorative 
gem and pearls in different shapes 

100% Polyester

WSP: 690 € - RRP: 1500 €

WSP: 695 € - RRP: 1800 €
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Black necklace with 
skeleton hands

Material

 ANL - 084/15

Gives you a touch of death! Three-
row black link chain with two skele-
ton hands to hold them 

Metal

Silver necklace with 
skeleton hands

Material

 ANL - 086/15

You could even scare death to death 
with this three-row silver link chain, 
held by two skeleton hands 

Metal

WSP: 600 € - RRP: 1500 €

WSP: 600 € - RRP: 1500 €
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Wristband with  
lace and crown

Material

 AGL1 - 298/15

This wristband befits any true Queen 
of Darkness  Encircled with lace and 
crown-appliqué  Use it to jazz up 
everyday outfits 

100% Polyester + Metal

Fingerless gloves 
from lace

Material

 AGL1 - 289/14

Short, fingerless gloves made from 
black lace  Fits every real Queen of 
Darkness!

100% Polyester

WSP: 390 € - RRP: 990 €

WSP: 600 € - RRP: 1500 €
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Big skull door handle 
gold-colored

Material

 AMX - 021/15

It’s all in the detail  A skull door 
handle will surely add a gothic feel to 
your home      12,5cm 

Metal

Ф

WSP: 2218 € - RRP: 5500 €
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Ludwig-Hupfeld-Straße 16 | 04178 Leipzig | Deutschland
Fon +49 (0)341-442 909 60 | Fax +49 (0)341-442 909 666

office@queen-of-darkness com

www queen-of-darkness com
www facebook com/Queen of Darkness fashion

www twitter com/QueenOfDarkn


